


Learned Behavior

s How did you start eating with a knife and 
fork?

s How did you begin riding a bicycle?

s Many of the actions that we do everyday are 
behaviors that we have learned.

s A learned behavior is behavior that is based on recalling past 
experiences.

s Learned behaviors involve remembering, thinking, and 
practicing.

s Learned behavior is something that may not be done right 
the first time but improves with practice.



Learned Behavior



Learned Behavior:
Communicating

s Animals depend on communicating with one 
another and with other species.

s Depending on the species, animals communicate 
information by making sounds, producing chemicals, 
touching, and through body colors, movements, and 
displays.



Learned Behavior:
Communicating

s Some animal 
communication is innate, 
such as a monkey 
screeching when danger is 
near.

s Many other forms of animal communication, such as 
bird songs, are learned from parents and other 
members of the species.



Scripture 
Spotlight

Read Philippians 4:6. How do we communicate with 
God?



Scripture 
Spotlight

Read Philippians 4:6. How do we communicate with 
God?

Prayer is how we communicate with God.



Learned Behavior:
Using Tools

s A tool is a device used to carry out a function.

s What are some tools that you use every day?



10 Animals That Use Tools



Learned Behavior:
Conditioned Behavior

s How do you react to the sound of a fire alarm?

s Many animals, such as dogs, are trained or learn 
through practice.

s They are rewarded each 
time they perform an 
activity correctly.

s This form of learning is 
called conditioning.



Learned Behavior:
Conditioned Behavior

s Some experiences are learned that hard way. 

s Toads eat insects, but after being stung by a 
bumblebee, a toad will avoid bees.

s The toad connects bees with the painful experiences 
of being hurt and stops trying to catch bees and 
other similar insects 
in its mouth.



Social Behavior
s How are humans and honeybees 

alike?

s How about humans and fish?

s Animals that interact with other 
animals of their kind show social 
behavior.

s A social behavior is any interaction 
caused by or affecting another 
individual of the same species.

s Social behavior provides many 
benefits.



Social Behavior

s One of the most well-developed social behaviors are 
those exhibited by social insects, such as ants, 
honeybees, termites, and wasps.

s They form colonies where thousands of individual 
members have specific jobs such as foraging for 
food, caring for the young, or
acting as soldiers.

s Scientists think that social 
behavior helps such species 
survive and reproduce.



Social Behavior

s Innate, learned, and social behaviors are as unique as 
the organisms themselves.

s They are necessary for survival.



Inside the Ant Colony


